CYCLING

TOR Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
ATO™ Fabric

Mesh-Tech™ Fabric

HOS™ Fabric

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A microfilament-elastic material that is quick dry and provides excellent wicking
properties.

A performance material with directional stretch and a diamond pattern to help
accentuate breathability.

A 4-way stretch material made from micro-denier fibers that encourage air
circulation.

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with microcompression that can be clean cut.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Comfort+ Pocket Technology

A specially designed pocket that is comfortable and aero while capable of being
stuffed.

Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Power Fit Technology

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Seamless Shoulder Technology

Mesh Vent Panels

A purposefully designed pattern with an integrated sleeve and upper back to
reduce aerodynamic drag.

Strategically placed mesh panels to allow for ventilation.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s TOR short sleeve cycling jersey is the flagship model in our line. It’s the culmination of years of product development
and experience. The finest technical fabrics have been used bar none; along with a proprietary pattern, clean cut sleeves, and the
latest elastic tapes. Designed for aggressive road riding but strong enough to use on the MTB circuit. Aero cut, ultra-form fitting
and designed to be like a second skin.

Speed Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with microcompression that can be clean cut.

HOS™ Fabric

A performance material with directional stretch and a diamond pattern to help
accentuate breathability.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Traditional Stitching

A durable and proven four-needle overlock serge stitching.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
While the Men’s Speed short sleeve cycling jersey is new to our collection, it has quickly become the top choice of our competitive
riders. Clean cut sleeves and directional stretch Altura™ fabric combined with a body contour pattern promotes movement and
speed without sacrificing comfort. Perfect for aggressive riding, winning in a solo effort or just bumping elbows in the peloton. This
jersey excels in warm/hot conditions. Aero cut, ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a second skin.

Lato Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
ATO™ Fabric

A microfilament-elastic material that is quick dry and provides excellent wicking
properties.

Paso™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, closed mesh stretch material made from quick dry
yarns.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Traditional Stitching

A durable and proven four-needle overlock serge stitching.

Power Fit Technology

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Silicon Gripper

Mesh Vent Panels

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Strategically placed mesh panels to allow for ventilation.

DESCRIPTION
Completely redesigned the Men’s Lato short sleeve cycling jersey is perfect for those of you seeking a minimal jersey for sweltering days. Not only is it one of the lightest jerseys available on the market but we updated the fabric for unmatched moisture
management. Aero cut, ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a second skin.

Strike Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Stretch Lite™ Fabric

An ultra-lightweight material with a flat surface, 4-way stretch, and excellent
wicking capability.

Corsa™ Fabric

A lightweight, opaque material that is soft and supple with directional stretch and
a textured rib surface.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Strike short sleeve cycling jersey is a workhorse, with panel-specific fabrics which promote a body contour fit while
retaining comfort and style. Designed as a road specific garment but tough enough to be used in the mud. Pin on a number, stuff
your pockets or just hammer the open roads and you will see why it has become our best-selling jersey.

Strike 2.0 Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

Corsa™ Fabric

A lightweight, opaque material that is soft and supple with directional stretch and
a textured rib surface.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Strike short sleeve cycling jersey is a workhorse, with panel-specific fabrics which promote a body contour fit while
retaining comfort and style. Designed as a road specific garment but tough enough to be used in the mud. Pin on a number, stuff
your pockets or just hammer the open roads and you will see why it has become our best-selling jersey.

Core Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

Relaxed Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room
throughout.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Focus Lite™ Fabric

A soft, wicking material made from specially shaped fibers making it extremely
breathable.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Reflective Technology Placement

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Core short sleeve cycling jersey is a modern update to the classic form; it’s everything you love about a traditional jersey
with the addition of up-to-date technologies. Built around next-generation Focus Lite™ fabric means you will be comfortable in this
jersey regardless if you take it out for a spin on the road or carve up the single track.

Grand Short Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with microcompression that can be clean cut.

HOS™ Fabric

A performance material with directional stretch and a diamond pattern to help
accentuate breathability.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Traditional Stitching

A durable and proven four-needle overlock serge stitching.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
We get it; you want to look good on the group ride as well as impress the barista while sipping an espresso at your local Café. The
Men’s Grand short sleeve cycling jersey has got you covered with the style you want and the performance you demand. Elbow
length sleeves, a high collar and the stylish pattern leave nothing to be desired on or off the bike.

Tank Women's No Sleeve Top
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Reel Mesh™ Fabric

A tight open mesh material that is soft and exhibits superior moisture management properties.

Corsa™ Fabric

A lightweight, opaque material that is soft and supple with directional stretch and
a textured rib surface.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

DESCRIPTION
We developed the Women’s Tank Top specifically for female cyclists. The stylish no sleeve cut is contoured to a women's shape
and needs. This new addition to our line is constructed from the finest moisture wicking fabrics and designed to look flattering on
and off the bike. If you are a woman cyclist and appreciate the highest level of comfort and performance, you will love our excellent
Tank Top.

Strike Zima Long Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Power Fit Technology

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Minimal Tension Gripper

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Strike Zima long sleeve cycling jersey is a pillar in our collection and our best-selling long sleeve. The stretchable and
insulated Trentino Imprint™ fabric with Aqua Zero water repellent treatment allows for a body contour fit making this the preferred
choice for our race teams. Flawless on chilly morning rides or whenever you need some warmth without sacrificing performance.

Core Zima Long Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

Relaxed Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room
throughout.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Bowery™ Fabric

A heavyweight, insulated material with a flat surface that allows for freedom of
movement.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Core Zima long sleeve cycling jersey is everything you want without straying far from the classic form. Insulated Bowery
™ fabric keeps you warm while this versatile jersey feels at home both on the road as well as on the trails. Elastic tape and silicone
trims keep the jersey comfortably in position regardless of the conditions.

Defend Long Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Paso™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, closed mesh stretch material made from quick dry
yarns.

Defend Imprint™ Fabric

A wind and water-proof material that is body contouring and accepts sublimation
printing.

Defend Race™ Imprint

A lightweight wind and water-proof material that is supple and thin with a black
inner surface.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

DESCRIPTION
If you’re the type of rider that does not let a cold, wet morning stop you from stomping on the pedals, then our Men’s Defend long
sleeve cycling jersey is for you. Our ultimate foul weather jersey uses a body contour pattern that utilizes Defend Imprint™ fabric
which is wind and waterproof. It’s perfect for when the weather is not so perfect!

Core Long Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

Relaxed Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room
throughout.

MATERIALS
Focus Lite™ Fabric

A soft, wicking material made from specially shaped fibers making it extremely
breathable.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Core long sleeve cycling jersey is a modern update to the classic form; it’s everything you love about a traditional jersey
with the addition of up-to-date technologies. Built around next-generation Focus Lite™ fabric means you will be comfortable in this
jersey regardless if you take it out for a spin on the road or carve up the single track.

Strike Long Sleeve Jersey
FIT DETAILS
Aero Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Stretch Lite™ Fabric

An ultra-lightweight material with a flat surface, 4-way stretch, and excellent
wicking capability.

Corsa™ Fabric

A lightweight, opaque material that is soft and supple with directional stretch and
a textured rib surface.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Full Separating Hidden Zipper

A specially installed concealed zipper, so your custom design is uninterrupted.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Strike long sleeve cycling jersey is a workhorse, with panel-specific fabrics which promote a body contour fit while
retaining comfort and style. Designed as a road specific garment but tough enough to be used in the mud. Pin on a number, stuff
your pockets or just hammer the open roads and you will see why it has become our best-selling jersey.

Strike Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Vivid™ Fabric

A light-weight 4-way stretch mesh material made from wicking fibers.

Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Radio Pocket

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

V-Comfort Bib Strap

Minimal Tension Gripper

A comfortable bib strap that fits a variety of torso lengths without being intrusive.

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

DESCRIPTION
Our Men’s Strike cycling bib short is the most in-demand model in our collection. New fabrics and finishing techniques make this
the most well-rounded bib short we offer. Comfortable and durable are just the beginning which means you can expect superior
performance regardless if you're going for a 5-hour road ride or about to depart on an epic gravel grind.

Elevate Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Vivid™ Fabric

A light-weight 4-way stretch mesh material made from wicking fibers.

Lot Grip Imprint™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers with
silicone gripper applied.

Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Radio Pocket

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
New to our line up, the Men's Elevate Bib Short is an improvement on our best selling model. Based on our Strike Bib Short, we
removed the leg band while adding direct silicone grip to the inside of Lot™ Imprint fabric. This seemingly small change dramatically improves the fit, function, and comfort of the short.

Lato Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Kobra Fixed™ Fabric

A lightweight and breathable 4-way stretch fabric made from quick dry yarns.

Zomer Imprint™ Fabric

An open mesh 4-way stretch material with a perforated look.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Radio Pocket

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Mesh Vent Panels

Minimal Tension Gripper

Strategically placed mesh panels to allow for ventilation.

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

DESCRIPTION
New to our line up, the Men's Lato Bib Short is the lightest in our offer. Demanding riders who want to stay as comfortable and dry
as possible in the scorching heat will appreciate the purposefully chosen fabrics and trims such as mesh leg bands and nearly
nothing bib straps.

Strike Euro Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Vivid™ Fabric

A light-weight 4-way stretch mesh material made from wicking fibers.

Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
V-Comfort Bib Strap

A comfortable bib strap that fits a variety of torso lengths without being intrusive.

Radio Pocket

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Full Print

An allover printing method that allows you to customize your entire garment.

DESCRIPTION
Completely redesigned the Strike Euro Bib Shorts use a similar pattern and identical features to our popular Strike model while
offering all over printing. We’re the first to admit these shorts are not for everyone but they certainly have their place in the peloton.
When your team design or sponsor demand all over printing this is the bib short for you.

Zima Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Minimal Tension Bib Strap

Radio Pocket

A highly stretchable mesh strap for comfort and breathability.

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

DESCRIPTION
It’s sunny and warm 365 days a year, right? We didn’t think so which is why we created our Men’s Zima cycling bib shorts made
from Trentino fabric, which provides just the right amount of warmth without compromising comfort or fit. We like to put them on
for our early spring rides and sometimes pair them with Zima leg warmers on colder days.

Defend Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Defend Imprint™ Fabric

A lightweight wind and water-proof material that is supple and thin with a black
inner surface.

Defend Fixed™ Fabric

A black wind and water-proof material that is body contouring and stretchy.

Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Minimal Tension Bib Strap

Radio Pocket

A highly stretchable mesh strap for comfort and breathability.

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

DESCRIPTION
Never before has a pair of cycling bibs delivered on the promise to be windproof, waterproof, functional and comfortable all at the
same time. Our Men’s Defend cycling bib shorts changes that. We designed them for the sort of conditions that keep your competitors indoors and on their trainer. If you’re ready to ride in harsh conditions, this is the shorts to help you get the job done.

Defend Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Defend Imprint™ Fabric

A wind and water-proof material that is body contouring and accepts sublimation
printing.

Defend Fixed™ Fabric

A black wind and water-proof material that is body contouring and stretchy.

Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Minimal Tension Bib Strap

Radio Pocket

A highly stretchable mesh strap for comfort and breathability.

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

DESCRIPTION
Never before has a pair of cycling bibs delivered on the promise to be windproof, waterproof, functional and comfortable all at the
same time. Our Men’s Defend cycling bib shorts changes that. We designed them for the sort of conditions that keep your competitors indoors and on their trainer. If you’re ready to ride in harsh conditions, this is the shorts to help you get the job done.

TOR Bib Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Vivid™ Fabric

A light-weight 4-way stretch mesh material made from wicking fibers.

Xtream Imprint Woven™ Fabric

An extremely durable woven material with great wicking made from quick-dry
fibers for sublimation printing.

Xtream Fixed Woven™ Fabric

An extremely durable woven material with great wicking, colorfastness made
from quick-dry fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Woven Technology

Interlaced yarns that create a highly technical woven weave fabric.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

V-Comfort Bib Strap

A comfortable bib strap that fits a variety of torso lengths without being intrusive.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
We took everything we know about technical garment construction and paired that with a non-traditional material to make our
Men’s TOR cycling bib shorts. The result is the best performance cycling bibs possible, largely due to Xtream™ fabric which
outperforms the competition on hot and humid days. If you’re a demanding rider, then these lightweight, quick-dry bibs are
designed specifically for your needs.

Strike Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
Recently redesigned our Men’s Strike cycling short is the most in-demand model in our collection. New fabrics and finishing
techniques make this the most well-rounded short we offer. Comfortable and durable are just the beginning which means you can
expect superior performance regardless if you're going for a 5-hour road ride or about to depart on an epic gravel grind.

Core Shorts
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Performer Power Lycra™ Fabric

A dependable and durable, flat surface 4-way stretch material made from a nylon
- LYCRA blend.

Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Core cycling shorts is an up to date version of our classic model. It’s strong, comfortable and suitable to be used on the
road as well as the trails. The wide elastic leg gripper and comfortable waistband keep the short in place even on wet days. Regardless what your favorite cycling discipline is, you can’t go wrong with our Core shorts.

Strike Carrera Short Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

Escape™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

Lot™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
We’ve improved our best-selling speedsuit with upgraded fabric and improved fit. The Men’s Strike Carrera short sleeve cycling
speedsuit is a modern update to the classic design. The full separating front zipper and integrated rear pockets mean the suit can
be used comfortably in mass start events such as a road race or kermesse. Gregario™ Fixed Fabric is both durable and comfortable
so you can expect it to meet your expectations race after race.

Speed Carrera Short Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

Escape™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

Lot™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
New to our lineup, the Men's Speed Carrera speedsuit combines the best of our Speed jersey and Strike shorts into an impressive
race day kit. The full separating front zipper, clean cut sleeves, and integrated rear pockets make the suit highly functional.
Directional stretch Altura™ fabric means you can comfortably use this suit both in and out of competition.

Strike Euro Carrera Short Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

Escape™ Fabric

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

Flight Imprint™ Fabric

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Full Separating Zipper

Full Print

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

An allover printing method that allows you to customize your entire garment.

DESCRIPTION
The Men's Strike Euro Carrera short sleeve speedsuit offers a full separating front zipper and integrated rear pockets. We only
suggest this model if your design or sponsor demand full print. Flight™ Imprint fabric assures strength and durability in the suit
while the pattern has been optimized to maximize your design possibilities.

Strike Short Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Escape™ Fabric

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

3/4 Hidden Zipper

A 45 cm long concealed zipper for ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
Completely updated for the new season our Men’s Strike short sleeve cycling speedsuit utilizes new fabrics and has an improved
fit. This classic style speedsuit performs best in short mass start events such as a criterium or warm weather cyclo-cross race.
Gregario™ Fixed Fabric is both durable and comfortable making the Strike speedsuit a versatile garment to have in your race bag.

Strike Carrera Long Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

Escape™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

Lot™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
We’ve improved our best-selling speedsuit with upgraded fabric and improved fit. The Men’s Strike Carrera long sleeve cycling
speedsuit is a modern update to the classic design. The full separating front zipper and integrated rear pockets mean the suit can
be used comfortably in mass start events such as a road race or kermesse. Gregario™ Fixed Fabric is both durable and comfortable
so you can expect it to meet your expectations race after race.

Strike Carrera Long Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Altura™ Fabric

Escape™ Fabric

An extremely lightweight, supple material with 4-way stretch and excellent
wicking properties.

A special use material that is elastic, opaque and has a good resilience to
friction.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

Lot™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Gregario Fixed™ Fabric

A strong, 4-way stretch material with a textured surface and high thread count
that is soft and supple.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
We’ve improved our best-selling speedsuit with upgraded fabric and improved fit. The Men’s Strike Carrera long sleeve cycling
speedsuit is a modern update to the classic design. The full separating front zipper and integrated rear pockets mean the suit can
be used comfortably in mass start events such as a road race or kermesse. Gregario™ Fixed Fabric is both durable and comfortable
so you can expect it to meet your expectations race after race.

Go Fast Short Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Performer Power Lycra™ Fabric

A dependable and durable, flat surface 4-way stretch material made from a nylon
- LYCRA blend.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Rear Zipper

An access zipper placed in the rear of the garment.

DESCRIPTION
The name says it all; for 2019 we redesigned this suit for UCI compliance to help you go fast! The Men’s Go Fast short sleeve time
trial speedsuits proprietary pattern minimizes panels, we scrutinized seam placement to reduce drag and maximize its aerodynamic
benefits. The rear entry zipper provides unmatched comfort when in a TT position; which will allow you to crank out the few extra
watts needed to achieve your best time ever.

Go Fast Long Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Performer Power Lycra™ Fabric

A dependable and durable, flat surface 4-way stretch material made from a nylon
- LYCRA blend.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Rear Zipper

An access zipper placed in the rear of the garment.

DESCRIPTION
The name says it all; for 2019 we redesigned this suit for UCI compliance to help you go fast! The Men’s Go Fast long sleeve time
trial speedsuits proprietary pattern minimizes panels, we scrutinized seam placement to reduce drag and maximize its aerodynamic
benefits. The rear entry zipper provides unmatched comfort when in a TT position; which will allow you to crank out the few extra
watts needed to achieve your best time ever.

Go Fast NoPinz Long Sleeve Speedsuit
FIT DETAILS
Speedsuit Cut
Ultra-form fitting and designed to be like a
second skin.

MATERIALS
Lot™ Fabric

An opaque 4-way stretch material made from specially engineered fibers
designed to deepen sublimated colors.

Performer Power Lycra™ Fabric

A dependable and durable, flat surface 4-way stretch material made from a nylon
- LYCRA blend.

Stretch FIT™ Fabric

A specially knitted, lightweight moisture management material with micro-compression that can be clean cut.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Rear Zipper

An access zipper placed in the rear of the garment.

DESCRIPTION
The name says it all; for 2019 we redesigned this suit for UCI compliance to help you go fast! The Men’s Go Fast long sleeve time
trial speedsuits proprietary pattern minimizes panels, we scrutinized seam placement to reduce drag and maximize its aerodynamic
benefits. The rear entry zipper provides unmatched comfort when in a TT position; which will allow you to crank out the few extra
watts needed to achieve your best time ever.

Aero-Therm Jacket
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Aero-Therm™ Fabric

An insulated, supple material that is wind and water-proof with just enough
stretch for comfort.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

Silicon Gripper

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Zipper Garage

Wind Flap

Designed to protect your skin from irritating zipper ends.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

2 Way Opening Zipper

A top and bottom opening zipper for maximum ventilation control.

Stops wind drafts that come through the teeth of the zipper.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Aero-Therm winter cycling jacket is our go-to jacket due to its comfort and versatility. We love to use it with nothing
more than a base layer when it’s above freezing or layer garments underneath it on sub-freezing days. The insulated, wind and
waterproof material, as well as the high collar, means you can count on this winter jacket to perform in harsh conditions. Rear
pockets provide ample storage room for winter accessories helping to make this jacket perfect for all disciplines of cycling.

Aero-Therm Vest
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Aero-Therm™ Fabric

An insulated, supple material that is wind and water-proof with just enough
stretch for comfort.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Zipper Garage

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Designed to protect your skin from irritating zipper ends.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

2 Way Opening Zipper

Wind Flap

A top and bottom opening zipper for maximum ventilation control.

Stops wind drafts that come through the teeth of the zipper.

DESCRIPTION
We love Aero-Therm™ fabric and all products made from this insulated, wind and waterproof material. The Men’s Aero-Therm winter
cycling vest is everything you need in a vest while being as simplistic as possible. This vest is perfect for all disciplines of cycling,
and the high insulated collar keeps you warm while the rear pockets provide ample storage for all the other gear you need to carry
on your cold day ride.

Defend Vest
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

MATERIALS
Defend Race™ Imprint

A lightweight wind and water-proof material that is supple and thin with a black
inner surface.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Zipper Garage

Designed to protect your skin from irritating zipper ends.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

2 Way Opening Zipper

A top and bottom opening zipper for maximum ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
The Men's Defend vest is a body contouring garment for chilly days that is packable in your rear pocket. Made from wind and
waterproof Defend™ Race fabric this stretchable garment offers freedom of movement and a remarkable amount of protection
from the elements.

Flight Jacket
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

Relaxed Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room
throughout.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Volare™ Fabric

An ultra-lightweight wind and water-proof material with 4-way stretch that is
highly compactable.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Zipper Garage

Designed to protect your skin from irritating zipper ends.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

2 Way Opening Zipper

A top and bottom opening zipper for maximum ventilation control.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Flight cycling jacket is the top choice of our competitive riders due to the use of wind and waterproof Volare™ fabric.
This extremely lightweight jacket has a body contour fit to help keep you as aero as possible when sporting an outer layer. Mainly
used in training but works well in competition on those especially ugly days.

Flight Vest - Mesh Back
FIT DETAILS
Fitted Cut
Snug fitting and designed to contour your body.

Relaxed Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room
throughout.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Plexus™ Fabric

A pliable 4-way stretch open mesh material with great durability and breathability.

Volare™ Fabric

An ultra-lightweight wind and water-proof material with 4-way stretch that is
highly compactable.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

Zipper Garage

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Designed to protect your skin from irritating zipper ends.

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

2 Way Opening Zipper

Mesh Vent Panels

A top and bottom opening zipper for maximum ventilation control.

Strategically placed mesh panels to allow for ventilation.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Flight cycling vest is the top choice of our competitive riders due to the use of wind and waterproof Volare™ fabric. This
extremely lightweight vest has a stretch mesh back and a form-fitting pattern to help keep you as aero as possible when sporting
an outer layer. Perfect for your next road race, Gran Fondo or gravel grind.

Peak Combo Jacket
FIT DETAILS
Relaxed Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room
throughout.

MATERIALS
Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

Armored Peak™ Fabric

A heavyweight material that is wind and water-proof and includes an insulated
inner surface.

Mesh-Core™ Fabric

A large open mesh material which promotes maximum ventilation while
exhibiting abrasion resistance.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Reflective Technology Placement

Silicon Gripper

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

Zipper Garage

Wind Flap

Designed to protect your skin from irritating zipper ends.

Full Separating Zipper

A fully opening zipper which allows maximum ventilation control.

2 Way Opening Zipper

Stops wind drafts that come through the teeth of the zipper.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Tagless Labeling

A top and bottom opening zipper for maximum ventilation control.

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Glove Sleeve

Locking Zipped Pocket

A purposefully designed sleeve cuff that integrates with winter gloves for
maximum warmth.

A 4th pocket secured with a locking zipper.

Removable Sleeve

A convertible garment that becomes a vest by zipping off the sleeves.

DESCRIPTION
If you don’t deal with cold well, then our Men’s Peak Combo jacket will help take the edge off. This jacket is the warmest in our
collection with an extremely high insulated collar and an oversized cut to allow ample room for layering. The sleeves zip off
converting the garment into a winter vest for when you find the jacket is just too warm for your needs. This winter jacket was
designed for training days and the occasional warm up or cool down before early-season events.

Zima Bib Tights
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

Kid's Cut
Comfortable fit with a little extra room to
accommodate some growth.

MATERIALS
Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Locking Ankle Zipper

A special zipper with a puller that securely locks in place to keep from opening.

Power Fit Technology

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Tagless Labeling

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

Minimal Tension Bib Strap

A highly stretchable mesh strap for comfort and breathability.

DESCRIPTION
Redesigned for this year's collection our Men’s Zima cycling bib tights have evolved over the last decade into their current form;
which provides all-day comfort for your cold day rides. Made from Trentino™ fabric which provides just the right amount of warmth
without compromising fit or function. Perfect for all disciplines of cold weather cycling.

Inferno Bib Tights
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Defend Imprint™ Fabric

A wind and water-proof material that is body contouring and accepts sublimation
printing.

Energico Fixed™ Fabric

A heavyweight wind and water-proof material with a high insulation factor.

Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Locking Ankle Zipper

Tagless Labeling

A special zipper with a puller that securely locks in place to keep from opening.

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Power Fit Technology

Minimal Tension Bib Strap

Reflective Technology Placement

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

A highly stretchable mesh strap for comfort and breathability.

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

High visibility trims are added to your garment to aid in low light situations.

Radio Pocket

A purposefully designed pocket to securely stow your race radio.

DESCRIPTION
The Men's Inferno bib tights are designed for the coldest and most miserable conditions you may encounter on two wheels. Made
from a brushed back 4-way stretch wind and waterproof fabric and paired with an insulated bib strap for extra warmth.

Zima Bib Knickers
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Minimal Tension Bib Strap

Tagless Labeling

A highly stretchable mesh strap for comfort and breathability.

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Power Fit Technology

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Silicon Gripper

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Zima cycling bib knickers utilize advanced seam placement along with an insulated bib strap for your chilly day rides.
Made from Trentino fabric which provides just the right amount of warmth without compromising fit or function. A soft silicone
gripper keeps these knickers in position just below your knee. Perfect for all disciplines of chilly weather cycling.

Zima Tights
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Locking Ankle Zipper

Tagless Labeling

A special zipper with a puller that securely locks in place to keep from opening.

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Power Fit Technology

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

DESCRIPTION
The women’s specific Zima cycling tights utilize advanced seam placement along with a comfortable waistband. Made from
Trentino fabric which provides just the right amount of warmth without compromising fit or function. Perfect for cold days and all
disciplines of cycling.

Zima Knickers
FIT DETAILS
Bottom Cut
Tight fitting and designed to be like a second
skin.

MATERIALS
Trentino Imprint™ Fabric

A medium weight brushed back stretch material with Aqua Zero water repellent
treatment.

Trentino Fixed™ Fabric

A 4-way stretch brushed back material that provides great insulation while being
shape-proof; made from LYCRA fibers.

FEATURES + TECHNOLOGIES
Silicon Gripper

Tagless Labeling

A micro-fiber elastic with silicone added to help keep your garment in place.

A smooth surface, sublimated labels that will not irritate your skin.

Vibrant Unlimited Colors

Power Fit Technology

Industry-leading digital printing technology that guarantees consistent, vibrant
colors that last.

A body-contouring fit designed to decrease aerodynamic drag.

Minimal Tension Gripper

A silicone elastane band for a comfortable, no-slip fit that can be custom printed.

DESCRIPTION
The women’s specific Zima cycling knickers utilize advanced seam placement along with a comfortable waistband. Made from
Trentino fabric which provides just the right amount of warmth without compromising fit or function. Perfect for chilly days and all
disciplines of cycling.

